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1875 Excerpt: ...and Clement reconnoitring
at the window, said, Mr. Milwright--the
Rector of Ewford--no doubt it is about the
Archaeology. A friend of yours? Not
particularly. I sat next him at the Visitation,
and as the Charge ended, he touched me
and said, Ill show you the only bit of
fourteenth-century glass in the choir f and
when we came out, and he heard my name,
he said, I congratulate you on the
possession of the finest specimen of
Cistercian architecture in the rural deanery.
Im afraid he minds his ecclesiology more
than his ecclesia. By this time the entrance
was effected of a lively well-bred man of
middle age, not at all the conventional
antiquarian, though still with one master
idea. He apologized for his early call, but
explained his purpose, namely to ask
permission to conduct a party of the
archaeologists over the Church and Priory,
and to make a preliminary inspection at
once, to compare his old notes and prepare
fresh ones. They were both willingly
granted; and Felix went to summon his
sisters, who would gladly profit by the
primary survey without a crowd, and be
delighted to learn the traditions of the
place, which were necessarily a good deal
lost to them. When the pair under the cedar
looked round on hearing voices, Robina
exclaimed with surprise and recognition of
the guest. How do you know him? asked
her companion. He was staying at the
Towers last winter. He was once a curate at
Repworth. Will he know you? Not so likely
as if he had seen me as a brass; but I must
go and speak to him. Such an enchanting
encounter in your exile! Nonsense! I only
dont choose to seem ashamed of my
vocation, she answered rather proudly, as
she came forward to join the party, for
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whose benefit Mr. Milwright was drawing
the plan of the ...
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